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Abstract 
In modern society, network influenced deeply to the political education in colleges and universities and has been the 
platform to transform ideology and philosophy that impact undergraduate norm of conduct, value orientation, mental 
development and other aspect. The ideological education and political attitude needs new research on the fresh 
platform to get education effect. Moreover, the ideological and political education should be modernization, advance 
with the times with multiple views of elements. Therefore, it is imperative to strengthen the undergraduate 
ideological and political education based on network environment. 
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Network environment influences everywhere in our living and studying that has widely applied in various 
fields such as science, culture, agriculture, economic with high-speed development. Therefore, the 
ideological and political education of undergraduate should be searching the innovation through valued 
fresh fields. During the ceaseless impression and development, research effective method of ideological 
and political education is the most important subject for the attention of teachers in colleges and 
universities. With the high-speed development of network information period, network has been the 
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indispensible part of living, working and studying that deeply permeate in very field. Network brings the 
rich and colorful world to the students with definite negative effects.  
1. Value reflection of method innovation about undergraduate ideological and political education 
based on network environment  
Pay attention to the undergraduate ideological and political education is the principle that advances 
with moral education. The teacher of ideological and political education in colleges and universities is 
trying hard to research the theory effectiveness and teaching attraction that can improve teaching method 
with pertinence. However, some elements have limitation such as although theory contents related with 
practice, it still cannot catch up with the hot spot and key problems in period developing. This is difficult 
to grasp teaching entry point that classroom atmosphere is rigid with passive teaching. The teaching 
progress cannot satisfy the practical requirement of student growth.  Moreover, the basic reason is lack of 
effective method about ideological and political education. Marxism is not only has significant value but 
also the method value. Therefore, how to know and learn theory course of ideological and political has 
meaningful significant for the ideological and political education.  
Marxism theory brings the social practical cognition up to the scientific theory layer that exposes the 
general rules of social development and creates the historical materialism historicism. This means apply 
the combination of materialism and dialectics into the social historicism research. The materialism and 
dialectics will run through the conception of nature, epistemology, conception of society and history and 
unified with the basement of practice. In line with this historicism, Marx and Engels research the 
capitalist society, expose the exploit reason, create surplus value and reveal the special rules of capitalism 
development. Moreover, develop socialism into a kind of science. In addition, it is very important to 
know the operation to improve undergraduate ideological and political education with modern teaching 
technology and objective teaching method that based on network environment.  
2. Effective method of undergraduate ideological and political education innovation based on 
network environment 
With the high-speed development of science and technology, higher education has placed in the 
modern teaching technology and method innovation. Comprehensive improve the theory level and 
comprehensive quality of ideological, political education about undergraduate, adopt the method with 
effectiveness and modernization are the most important. In the socialism period, network is the 
combination of science and human culture that indispensable in the daily life. The application expansion 
of network technology is the effective approach to innovate ideological and political education of 
undergraduate that expand the platform of ideological and political education method. 
Undergraduate ideological and political education pays attention to the linkage of theory and practice. 
Education cannot break away from the real world. The present ideological and political education need to 
combine with the network environment. Therefore, the education needs to research the innovation. 
Undergraduate ideological and political should pay attention to the student main part, interaction of 
teacher and student, cubist teaching and teaching content full of investigative type. During the teaching 
progress, teacher should treat student as the main body and lead them to learn independent study that 
science and effectively impart the theory point to the students. Teacher should pay attention to the 
rationalization, through multimedia teaching courseware, contact theory content and through video, 
network and other elements to lead the main part of students. Multimedia and network technology 
application lead more modernization and lively. Reasonable take advantage of teaching equipment that 
can make student in the happy environment, accept more knowledge information, and fully mobilize 
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student thinking to exploit their wisdom. Therefore, aiming at different objects and adjust teaching 
courseware with more pertinency interaction. Interaction teaching can adopt the combination of teaching 
points and student group discussion. Discussion content should put forward by the teacher that student can 
communicate through fully cooperation to get the conclusion. Direct at the problems during the discussion, 
teacher explain the concerned hot problems, teachers should use the heuristic teaching method, and lead 
them know the independent thinking. Teachers place the guider in the progress.  
Fig 1. Life mode of network thinking and undergraduate political education in colleges and universities 
During the application progress of study platform about network technology, students can 
communicate with teachers through various computer communications. Moreover, student can discuss the 
various problems during the study as well as teaching expansion to the outside class. Students can get 
original opinion through autonomously research and thinking discussion with article summarization. 
Moreover, go through with the teacher guide to understand the course marrow of ideological and political 
theory. Students can apply the theory and principle in the textbooks with explains is corresponded to 
Marxism that aiming at relevant staff characteristic is the purpose of study education. Combine the 
classroom study and network learning then learning the independent study in virtually.  
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3. Method and principle to strengthen undergraduate ideological and political education  
The learning content of undergraduate ideological and political education has the following 
characteristics. They are concept construction, compare strong logicality and tightness relation with social 
realistic. Therefore, the modernized teaching method, ceaseless approach innovation is the probable way 
to reach the effectiveness of education improvement. The economic sector diversification of present social, 
culture constitution variety, values multiformity go with the various thinking of undergraduates. However, 
the variation places unity. Therefore, strengthen pertinency and timeliness of ideological and political 
education about undergraduates needs to follow the following principles: subjectivity, scene generation 
and interaction.  
Subjectivity principle include two part implication. First, during the process of ideological and political 
education, student is the main part that cannot ignore their thinking and need fully consideration about the 
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unity of education and practical requirement with combination of teaching content and practical courses. 
Through the network platform and multimedia courseware to arouse the thinking flexibility and inspire 
student thinking, then lead them to look on the world in natural science view. Moreover, form the 
philosophic opinion and thinking to treat the life in value rationality and improve the thinking gradation. 
In the second, establish equal and friendly relation between teacher and students. During the class, the 
relation of teacher and student is no longer the traditional teacher leader. Student is also the main part of 
class. The relation is both-way and interactive. It is not the relation of initiative part and passive part. 
Teachers can understand the practical requirement through teaching guide and student communication that 
establish harmony ideological and political education through interaction of mind and body.  
The next is the scene generation principle. Ideological and political education based on real world 
living. Philosophy cannot break away from the real world. Therefore, ideological and political theory 
education is stem from real world. Human will, emotion and action all from the real world even higher 
than the realistic. Human communication is based on the possibility and inject with action introspection, 
understanding and inspiration that will prevent the real world outmatch the human action. Human contact 
is the real world of common main part and provides origin of comprehensive or mutual understanding. 
Therefore, the real world is the theory adjoins background of ideological and political education. Dissolve 
real world in the action of ideological and political communication that contribute to the better teaching 
content and form the good quality. Undergraduate ideological and political education cannot apart from 
real world.  
The third part is the principle of interaction blend. The core content of ideological and political is the 
interaction process between teacher and student. It is the spirit communication with language and the 
process to express real thinking with communication and conversation. The effective premise between 
teacher and student is comprehensive, authenticity, sincerity and exactness.  
The same situation, interaction communication and understanding can reach acknowledge between 
teacher and student. Contact between teacher and student is not only assume in classroom communication 
and talking, but also include both side “open” and “adopt”. Teacher and student exist together, participate 
and influence by each other with understanding and tolerance. Through the communication, the relation of 
teach and student is the more equal relation that teacher and student study together. Student is the teacher 
and teacher is the student with both growths. This is the traditional education from teacher teach and 
student learning subjectively that change into together communication. During the communication, 
common spirit transform into individual subjective spirit. Interaction between teacher and student is not 
student place teacher or cover the statement, they are both main part during education. The individual 
subjective is not lose but the both harmonious. Moreover, during the communication, retain the 
independent character, and supply, perfect and even sublimate during the learning and communication.  
Research the innovation of ideological and political education based on network environment and lead 
they know the survival requirement even the living need of ideological and political study as well as the 
spiritual life requirement. Competition, absorb, expansion, deepen and advance with the times is the 
development steps of Marxism theory. Marxism theory can be the most vitality theory is stem from the 
theory system, basic principle, methodological systematic, scientific and correctness. Marxism is origin 
from the human action reality. With the period development, Marxism theory is improving gradually. In 
the present booming science and technology, Marxism theory development and tradition is the sacred duty 
of educator in colleges and universities. Based on network environment to understand the Marxism, use 
modernization method to effective publish Marxism is our target.  
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